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Summary: 

 Variation, variation, variation (and the mean)! Processes experience natural 

measurement variation (common cause); large fluctuations may be indicative of special 

cause variation 

 Control charts leverage time-series hypothesis tests (based on the underlying statistical 

distribution) to provide a visualization of process mean and variation (both are 

important) 

 Helps identify process shifts that are statistically significantly different from the 

historical ‘in-control’ process characteristics 

o Removes subjectivity and “management by opinion” regarding process changes 

to avoid wasted resources or missed process shifts 

 When rolling out process interventions, consider the use of screened experiments 

(phased rollouts vs. all-at-once) to identify contributors to statistical impacts on process 

Questions: 

1. What are common cause and special cause variation? Which one is more important? 

 Common cause: natural variation that is inherent to the process; it is a normal 

amount of variation that is a result of the fact that the process is based upon some 

random probability distribution – ex. the duration of a surgical procedure will not 

take exactly 100 minutes for each procedure performed. Page 459, paragraph 5 

 Special cause: unnatural variation that is induced by a fundamental change to the 

process that was not previously seen when in-control and not a normal amount of 

variation according to the statistical distribution – ex. the significant reduction in 

surgical durations as a result of a more efficient and effective surgical method. Page 

459, paragraph 6 

 Which one? (trick question) BOTH – special cause is indicative of a change in the 

normal process; common cause variation is acceptable when low, but if large 

variation, need to address with fundamental redesigns; even if common cause is 

low, may still need to reduce the ‘mean’ (CL) of the process.  

2. What type of variation do we typically try to inflict upon healthcare processes at HSyE? 



 Usually special cause variation – “Interventions in a research study or change ideas 

in a quality improvement project are deliberate attempts to introduce special causes 

of variation.” 

 But we also very often attempt to minimize common cause variation, for example, 

through standardized work/processes.  

3. What are the two methods to improving processes? 

 Identifying special cause variation (and the root cause of the variation) in order to 

eliminate the driver; develop fundamental process redesigns to bring overall process 

levels into a more ideal state (i.e. processes with only common cause variation will 

continue to exhibit common cause variation until an overhaul is made). Page 459, 

paragraph 4.  

4. What is the typical process for setting up a control chart and how do we determine the upper 

and lower control limits? How does this relate to false positive/false negative conclusions about 

the process? 

 (Not in paper – trial period/phase I in which we establish the baseline in-control 

process parameter (μ, σ, range, po, etc.) with knowledge that the process is in-

control) We then set the control limits at 3 standard deviations above/below the 

center line based on the process’ inherent variation. 

 Why 3SD? Because the probability that a point will fall within 3SD is 99.73% (and 

because we’re doing this over multiple sampling intervals, to arrive at the total false 

positive rate, for 25 points=1-(99.73%)^25=6.75%; whereas if we only used 2SD, 

covers 95% data and false positive for 25 points=1-(95%)^25=27.7%)  

5. How does this relate to your CMS measurement tracking (or project measurement in general) 

and how does a control chart differ from a run chart? 

 Project examples – ask group.   

 Run charts are another method of tracking processes based on time-series sampling 

of the process’s output data, however the process is tracked relative to its median 

value (most likely observation) and no upper or lower limits are used to identify the 

difference between large or small process variation (special vs common cause) and 

instead, run rules should be used (which can also be used in control charts with CL 

and U/LCL) – doesn’t allow for the full statistical-backed power that control charts 

offer with U/LCL but provide an even easier method of ‘quickly’ tracking a process.  

 

  



Discussion Notes 

 Dr. Haas believes that this is a fantastic paper in that it is not overly complicated 

(mathematics) and provides a great introduction to SPC in healthcare improvement. This 

type of paper (i.e. the level of assumed knowledge of statistics and healthcare) should 

be written for many other topics of IE in healthcare, including predictive modeling, 

linear programming/optimization, simulation, etc.  

 SPC is not difficult for Doctors to understand, however it is our job to set up such quality 

monitoring plan and ensure that it is sustainable, ensuring that it is a smooth handoff to 

those who will be managing the process.  

 One opinion is that many in healthcare believe everything is special cause variation and 

they may be expending excessive effort/money trying to solve common cause 

variation/spikes that are mistaken for special cause.  

 Use on projects: 

o Sam is developing SPC dashboard for ED 

o It would be advisable to make every (or those that are applicable) run chart that 

is reported to CMS into its equivalent control chart so that we have a strong(er) 

case to exhibit to CMS that we are making improvements, as control charts 

provide significant power over run charts.  

o It would also be helpful to have a flowchart or guide pointing those new to IE in 

healthcare to the appropriate control chart such as a ‘lookup’ similar to that 

found in the Montgomery Statistical Quality Control text but tailored for 

healthcare projects/processes. This may also be integrated into the global 

measures list, where each measure may have an indicator of what type of 

control chart (and plotting statistic, distribution) is appropriate.  

 For example, for infection rate projects, two measures may be days 

between last infection and monthly infection rate; the flow chart/tool 

would indicate that for the days between infections measure, a g chart is 

appropriate, whereas for the number of infections per month a p chart 

would be appropriate. Additionally, if the number of infections per 

patient was being tracked, a c chart would be appropriate.  


